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IMPEDANCE CALCULATIONS.

The impedance (Z ) is the ratio
between the voltage (V ) and the
current (I) or between the electric
(E) and magnetic (B) field.
V = ZI or Et =

↔
Z · Bt

It combines the dissipative
and reactive properties of a
system. Z = R − iX
The admittance Y is it’s
inverse.
↔
Y =

↔
Z
−1

In two or three dimensions,
we speak of the surface
admittance matrix.

In a discrete system, S, the
admittance is related to the
discrete Green’s function,
Gm,m′ :→ SGm,m′ = δm,m′

Gm,m′ = S−1δm,m′

Note that S−1 is only a
function of the system and not
the boundary conditions. Total
work is less than 4× a single
solution with full boundary
conditions. (Much less for
small problems)
After building up G, we can
construct the impedance and
the weighted reconstructed
solution at only the cost of
some matrix-vector products.
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ADAPTATIONS OF TOPICA AND TORIC FOR COUPLING

Set metal (E-field) boundary conditions at last flux surface in
TORIC.
Transformation of TOPICA basis functions into the TORIC
space (POLITO).
Making TORIC export Z matrix calculated at LFS in file.
Calculate reaction integrals of the aperture weight functions.
TOPICA solution using impedance from TORIC defines
loading for each Em,n. This is combined to get total loading
and fields consistent with that loading in postprocessing step.

CAD rendering of
C-Mod antenna
used in TOPICA
next to TORIC full
wave simulation.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMPEDANCE CALCULATION

Using TORIC and TOPICA codes [ TOPICA (TOrino
Polytechnic Ion Cyclotron Antenna) code is a numerical suite
aimed at the performance prediction and analysis of
plasma-facing antennas. It is capable of handling real-life 3D
antenna geometries. We can find the impedance weighted
wave solution as well as the surface fields on the antenna.
TORIC is run with a single (m, n) excitation of a component of
Eη ,Eξ at the plasma surface and the reactive magnetic field
components are measured.

The admittance,
↔
Y , is defined as B =

↔
YE for the surface

components of B and E where,

↔
Y =

( ↔
Y ηη

↔
Y ηζ

↔
Y ζη

↔
Y ζζ

)
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THE TORIC FULL WAVE MODEL

TORIC solves with a discretization of electric field is Fourier in
flux surface and Hermite finite elements in radial dimension

E(x) =
∑

m

Em(r) exp (imθ + inφ)

in the Maxwell’s frequency domain equations for plasma
dispersion model for

↔
σ

∇×∇×E =
ω2

c2

{
E +

4πi
ω

(
JP + JA

)}
JP =

↔
σ [f0(x, v⊥, v‖)] · E

This results in a block tridiagonal stiffness matrix, where each
block is (6Nm)2, with 3Nr blocks.
Simulations can be run on one or several processors. For 3D
calculations with modest poloidal mesh requirements, most
efficient is to have each nφ mode on a separate processor, as
there is no coupling along that dimension.
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MODAL RESPONSE OF TORIC SYSTEM

Eη driven at plasma edge
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For unitary drive, the admittance is simply the value of the
magnetic field responses. Peak at edges of spectrum indicates
more resolution is needed for this case - response peaks near
drive term at m = 5.
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THE TOPICA ANTENNA MODEL

TOPICA proposes to study a realistic antenna with a high level of
geometric details (solid, rounded edges, etc.) including an
accurate and realistic plasma description into the model. It uses
the method of moments to formulate the matrix system.

(
−[G11] [G12]− [TB]
−[G21] [G22]− [GP ]

)( √
Z0[I]

−[K ]/
√

Z0

)
=

(
[E ]/

√
Z0√

Z0[H]

)
where Gnn are the vacuum responses and GP is the plasma
response related to the admittance matrix calculated by TORIC.
Coupling model has the advantage that a given vacuum or plasma
response, once calculated can be used with another to recalculate
the loop currents and the plasma fields.
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DISCUSSION

The coupling model assumes a coherent plasma antenna
surface for this initial phase.
This collaboration will permit realistic antenna models for
ICRF and LH full-wave studies.
With the addition of a triangular mesh for the vacuum region
instead of the extended flux surface geometry now used,
TORIC could model non-conforming antenna placement.
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NEXT STEPS

Non-Conforming
Antenna can be
done with
triangular mesh

TOPICA would have to be
interfaced with a new set of
basis functions compatible
with the triangular basis.
A new version of TOPICA,
TOPLA, is being developed to
model waveguide structures
(the present version models
current straps), that will permit
the modelling of lower hybrid
antennas.
TORIC has recently be
extending to model lower
hybrid wave as well, so this
would enable 3D modelling of
the coupled lowerhybrid
antenna.
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